REFLECT™
Redefining personal space.
Your happy place is where you recharge. Where you escape from daily distractions. Where
you focus on what matters. Think it’s unattainable in today’s frenzied office environment?
Think again.
Take time out with Reflect, a new personal workspace from Allsteel’s Gather™ collection
of furniture.

REFLECT

Create your oasis anywhere in the office.

In the hallway, adjacent to a row of workstations, or near a wall of windows. Enjoy the wraparound back that reduces distractions
and communicates unavailability. Or the generous space, allowing room for your laptop, paperwork, and other tools of the
trade. And the support of soft cushioning designed for a longer-term sit, which keeps you comfortable as you finish that email,
report, or video call.
With Reflect, focus doesn’t always mean you have to go it alone. Arrange multiple seats into pairs or pods to give team
members a new space to collaborate.
Some time away is good for everyone. Focus your attention in the right place with Reflect.

Concealed swivel supports multiple work
modes, such as focused solo work or
collaborative team gatherings.

Sophisticated veneer base and fabric
offering add a pop of visual interest
to any space.

Upholstered upper shell envelops
user, blocks visual distractions, and
dampens sound.

Reflect Statement of Line

Overall H: 50¾" W: 44¼" D: 32¾"
Seat H: 17¼" W: 25½" D: 20"
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This FSC-certified paper
contains 10% post-consumer
recycled content.
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